Objective of the course:
The course enables one to appreciate the purpose and process of technical communication. It is the result of knowing how to structure information using both text and design to achieve an intended purpose for a clearly defined audience. At the end of the course, it is expected that the students will be able to clearly articulate the outcome of his/her research, will be able to write correct English to his/her peers, company officials, business partners etc.

Credit Structure:
Lecture hours per week: 1
Tutorial hours per week: 0
Practical hours per week: 0
Total Credits: 1

Category:
Core, Mtech

Content:
3. Writing process – Pre writing stage, writing stage and post writing stage.
7. Grammar, Style and Punctuations: Introduction, Main constituents in language: the phrase, the clause and the sentence, Revision of intra- and inter- coherence, Revision of grammar and style, Punctuation
Text and Reference ebooks:
Already uploaded in the PDC folder

Grading Policy (Tentative):
Surprise Quizzes -10 %
Assignment -25%
In-Sem Exam-25%
Final Exam-40%